
Order of Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

In her trembling hand she held the __________________ engine of
destruction.
1.

(little/terrible)
terrible little

It is found in the _________________ States.2. (eastern/United)eastern United

Into these holes we did not think it worth while to attempt descending, as
they had the appearance of _______________ wells, without outlet.
3.

(mere/natural)
mere natural

He felt a very genuine pity for these people who seemed to lead an
existence as it were smothered under their _____________ importance.
4.

(own/social)
own social

Indeed, _____________ points both in his appearance and demeanour
might have very well sustained a conception of that nature.
5.

(other/many)
many other

It naturally makes a droll and ____________________ comedy; and is a
story that is particularly clever in the telling.
6.

(delightful/little)
delightful little

The ___________________ sentiment was perhaps the other way.7.
(literary/general)

general literary

His _____________ life passed before him as if by its own volition.8.
(whole/past)

whole past

The ________________ serpent was at my side with the speed of thought,
his long clear knife glancing in one hand, while the fingers of the other were
laid on his lips.

9.

(French/little)

little French

They flew over the ground, maintaining the ________________ distance.10.
(relative/same)

same relative

Then a smile came over his ______________ face.11. (small/brown)small brown

_____________ waterfalls are found on different rivers.12. (other/fine)Other fine

A ____________ drops of blood fell upon one of his sleeves.13. (large/few)few large
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Slow and obscure it may be, but it is the ______________ work of
criticism.
14.

(only/proper)
only proper

There were ducks with long fat bodies and ___________ feet.15. (flat/big)big flat

A young stranger is overheard talking of you as a very ___________
gentleman.
16.

(old/nice)
nice old

During the ___________ days there was no change in the general
situation.
17.

(next/few)
next few

Candle twirled the ends of his _____________ moustache.18. (white/long)long white

The ________________ hope is the segregation of the sufferer.19.
(only/possible)

only possible

His _____________ robe, tall dark cap, and gold headed cane bore
witness to it.
20.

(long/black)
long black
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